Castle parts diagram

Here is an example of the layout of a typical medieval castle showing the main components.
Click the image to view a 3d version. Below is the plan of Goodrich Castle. The key parts of this
castle are labelled and the purpose of these parts can be found below. The allure is the
wall-walk found at the top of a curtain wall and is normally found on the inside of the wall. This
allowed guards to look over the top of the wall to look for enemies. The wall-walk is reached
either from a set of stairs running up the inside of the wall, or from a tower built into the wall.
Allures also occur on the outside of the walls. In this case a wooden section was built
overhanging the wall called a hoarding. Holes in the floor of the hoarding allowed the defenders
to drop missiles on the attackers below. An important function of a castle was to store weapons
for use in war or in times of attack. Weapons needed to be protected so that they didn't fall into
enemy hands. Siege-engines were designed to be taken apart for transportation and could be
stored within the armoury. As part of the Motte and Bailey castle, the bailey was the area next to
the motte mound that was enclosed by a ditch and palisade. The bailey had room for buildings
to house the Lord and his immediate followers plus space for animals and storage. In times of
trouble, the local people could enter the bailey where they would be safe from attackers. The
term bailey is also used in later medieval castles and refers again to a protected area. The term
inner bailey or outer bailey simply refers to where the bailey is in respect to the heart of the
castle. This is a defensive element that protected an entrance to the castle. Some barbicans
consisted of a narrow passage that allowed a limited number of attackers access to a gate,
forcing them into a confined area where they could be shot at by defenders. Early barbicans
built from earthworks were designed to add complexity to the layout of the entrance to confuse
attackers. Early barbicans were built from wooden palisades and earthworks but later these
were replaced by usually rectangular stone corridors. A good example of this is at Warwick
Castle. This is a small overhanging turret built on a tower or on a wall acting as a look-out point.
This gives the defenders a better view of any attackers getting close to the walls. First built in
France these were new towns built on a grid system with streets at right-angles to each other.
Initially unfortified, the towns were later surrounded with walls. The design was adopted and
used in Wales at such as Caernarvon and Conway when the castles were built there. Several of
the squares in the grid were allocated for churches and markets. The angled lower part of a
tower or wall. Missiles dropped from the top of the towers or wall onto the plinth cause them to
richochet horizontally into the attackers doing more damage. Plinths also strengthened the
bases of the towers or walls and also made it harder to undermine them. This is the flat piece of
land between the base of the curtain wall and the start of the ditch that protects it. Rectangular
sections of masonary built on the outside of walls to provide extra strength and support.
Butresses become thinner towards the top. It was very common for there to be a chapel built
within the keep or within the bailey of the castle. Castles where the chapel is built within the
keep include the Tower of London , Conisbrough and Middleham. Those with chapel built into
the forebuilding include Orford and Dover. The cross-wall is a masonary wall that divides the
keep in two. In the diagram above, from Dover Castle , the cross-wall can be seen at the centre
coming down vertically. This had more than one purpose. The first was to provide extra
physical strength to the keep. It also provided a platform for the wooden floors. It also served as
a barrier in times when the keep had been invaded. This refers to the outer wall of a castle.
Technically it means the sections of wall between the towers, but generally it refers to the entire
wall including the towers. See Enceintes below. More Detail. Ditches are the most common form
of defence at a castle. Dug around the outside the walls and the resulting earth used to create
banks. Most ditches are dry but some were filled with water and known as moats. The steeper
the sides of the ditch the better as it made it difficult for attackers to climb. Even though ditches
were not filled with water, rainfall would have created a muddy obstacle to cross. The toilets of
the castle also emptied into the ditch. This term taken from the French language refers to both
the walls and the towers that surround and protect the inner parts of a fortification This could
be a castle, a fortified town or any other structure that needs protecting. The entrance to the
keep needed to be defended and the forebuilding was designed to do this important job. Extra
rooms are normally built into forebuildings including chapels and dungeons. The passage built
into the thickness of the walls that runs around the upper part of the hall of a keep is usually
known as a gallery. Windows allow light into the hall below and the passage allows for
movement around the upper floors of the keep and a provides a position were events in the hall
can be viewed from. If the hall was captured the gallery could have been used by defenders to
shoot arrows from. As the main entrance to the castle, the gatehouse was probably the first part
of a castle to be completed. The gatehouse usually consisted of a stone-built building with a
central entrance guarded either by a bridge, gates, portcullis or combination of these. Above the
entrance were rooms to house the constable of the castle and a number of men to defend the
building. The hall is possibly the heart of the castle. Over the centuries its design has varied

greatly but its purpose has not. Being the centre of castle life this is where the majority of the
more important members of the household slept and ate. Because the hall was a large room this
is where meetings and banquets took place. Early halls were the main room within hall-keeps,
large house-like buildings, and were at first made of wood but later rebuilt in stone. Hall-keeps
tended to be built along-side an inner wall of the castle rather than at its centre. A common
feature of a hall is its elaborate high vaulted roof. The hall within a tower-keep e. Dover Castle or
Rochester Castle is usually on the first floor above storage rooms and is protected by at least
one portculis and a drawbridge. These halls had high ceilings and had a gallery running around
the top of them. A development of the design of the battlements at the top of curtain walls or
towers was the inclusion of hoardings. They consisted of wooden structures that extended out
over the walls. This gave more protection to the defenders on the walls and allowed the
defenders to better protect the walls. The keep was probably the strong-point of the castle and
was where the defenders would retreat to if the rest of the castle fell into enemy hands. Keeps
can be square or round and consist of several floors. The walls are very thick to help prevent
undermining and the staircase to reach the different floors is built into the thickness of the wall.
Keeps can be described as either being a hall-keep or a tower-keep. Hall-keeps are large houses
where a tower-keep contains the same number and kind of rooms but are stacked vertically.
Usually the keep has one defendable main entrance. Circular keeps evolved because square
keeps were susceptible to undermining at their corners. The French word 'donjon' was used in
the past to name this part of the castle. The word has now been altered to the word dungeon
and now refers to the prison which is usually situated at the bottom of the keep. More
Information. The moat is the water-filled ditch that surrounds all or parts of a castle. Rivers or
springs were diverted to provide the water for the moat and dams were built to provide a
suitable depth of water. Moats made undermining of castles much more difficult as digging a
mine beneath the water could mean it getting flooded. A mound of earth on which a wooden
tower was built to act as defendable position and a look-out point. The motte was constructed
by building up layers of earth and rocks to a height anywhere between 10 and a feet. At the top
of the motte was built a wooden palisade and tower which was usually on stilts. Wooden steps
or ladders connected the top of the motte to the bailey below. This reconstruction should work
on a high-end mobile and tablet devices and is built using the the Unity 3D game engine.
Explore Castle. Usually a wooden fence erected around the edge of a bailey or at the top of a
motte. The posts were tightly packed so that there were no gaps between them and the tops
were pointed. A portcullis is a large wooden gate that was lowered through slots in the
gatehouse to defend the entrance to the castle. Made usually from many pieces of horizontal
and vertical oak beams with sharp spikes at the bottom, the portcullis was strong and very
heavy. Counterweights were sometimes used to make it easier to raise a heavy portcullis. The
postern is a small gate or doorway leading out of the castle and tended to be situated away from
the main gatehouse. They are small allowing just a single person to leave or enter at a time.
Their purpose was most likely to allow a small number of people to secretly leave or enter the
castle in times of siege. The foundations of stables remain at several castles including Goodrich
shown above. Horses were the main means of transport in medieval times and it was important
to keep them close and safe. This was a yard or field where jousting tournaments and combats
took place. Usually just outside the confines of the castle, the tiltyard could have been
permanently set up to hold the tournaments. Watergates allowed the castle to be resupplied by
sea. This was important when the castle was under siege and was a common feature in the
castles built in the north of Wales by Edward I. Possibly the most important part of a castle in
the time of sieges, the Well meant survival for the inhabitants of the castle even if they had little
food. The well could be situated in the courtyard or inside the keep. If the well was outside, a
wooden covering usually protected it from the elements. Water was needed for kitchens and
was either located near the kitchen or arrangements were made to get the water to the kitchen.
At Rochester Castle a well shaft was built into the walls so that water could be accessed from
each floor. The Tower of London contained a collection of exotic animals including an elephant.
The keepers had very little knowledge of how to look after the animals in their care so it is likely
that they suffered greatly. Here is an another example of the layout of a medieval castle. In this
case it is Ludlow Castle. The key parts of this castle are labelled and the purpose of these parts
can be found above. Episodes Episode Index. Z List of Medieval People. Life in Medieval Times.
Castle Index Page Castle Development. Glossary of Terms. Castle Parts. Please note that the
TimeRef website is currently being redesigned. Allure The allure is the wall-walk found at the
top of a curtain wall and is normally found on the inside of the wall. Armoury An important
function of a castle was to store weapons for use in war or in times of attack. Bailey As part of
the Motte and Bailey castle, the bailey was the area next to the motte mound that was enclosed
by a ditch and palisade. Barbican This is a defensive element that protected an entrance to the

castle. Bartizan This is a small overhanging turret built on a tower or on a wall acting as a
look-out point. Bastide First built in France these were new towns built on a grid system with
streets at right-angles to each other. Batter Plinth The angled lower part of a tower or wall. Berm
This is the flat piece of land between the base of the curtain wall and the start of the ditch that
protects it. Buttress Rectangular sections of masonary built on the outside of walls to provide
extra strength and support. Chapel It was very common for there to be a chapel built within the
keep or within the bailey of the castle. Cross-wall The cross-wall is a masonary wall that divides
the keep in two. Curtain Wall This refers to the outer wall of a castle. More Detail Ditches
Ditches are the most common form of defence at a castle. Enceintes This term taken from the
French language refers to both the walls and the towers that surround and protect the inner
parts of a fortification This could be a castle, a fortified town or any other structure that needs
protecting. Forebuilding The entrance to the keep needed to be defended and the forebuilding
was designed to do this important job. Galleries The passage built into the thickness of the
walls that runs around the upper part of the hall of a keep is usually known as a gallery.
Gatehouse As the main entrance to the castle, the gatehouse was probably the first part of a
castle to be completed. Hall The hall is possibly the heart of the castle. Hoardings A
development of the design of the battlements at the top of curtain walls or towers was the
inclusion of hoardings. More Detail Keep The keep was probably the strong-point of the castle
and was where the defenders would retreat to if the rest of the castle fell into enemy hands.
Moat The moat is the water-filled ditch that surrounds all or parts of a castle. Motte A mound of
earth on which a wooden tower was built to act as defendable position and a look-out point.
Ludlow Castle Here is an another example of the layout of a medieval castle. Siege Towers.
Castle Locations. More castle pages Castle Index Page Why build and live in castles Castle
development timeline Pages in this section Introduction and simple keep example Tower of
London plans and 3d model Middleham Castle floor plans Hedingham Castle floor plans Dover
Castle floor plans Timeline of Square Keep construction Explore 3d reconstructions. Medieval
Castles. This popup will contain more information. The development, architecture and building
of these great fortresses changed as time progressed, influenced by important historical events
such as the crusades and the technology of siege warfare. This page provides interesting and
important information about Parts of Castles in the Middle Ages. This section provides
information about various parts of a castle with a short description of the purpose and function
of various parts of castles including the Moat, Dungeon, Portcullis, Barbican, Gatehouse,
Crenellations and Drawbridge. It also provides a description of what they were used for:. Parts
of Castles: What the parts of the Castles were used for. Castle Moats: Facts: Castle Moats were
used for defensive purposes. To prevent undermining of a castle. Moats were either filled with
water or wooden stakes to create a difficult barrier for men and horses. Castle Dungeons: Facts:
Castle Dungeons were intended for holding prisoners and in extreme cases for torturing them.
Murder Holes were holes in the ceilings of castle gateways, barbicans or passageways through
which heavy missiles or dangerous substances could be thrown on enemy soldiers. The
Missiles dropped from 'Murder Holes' included heavy stones, hot sand, molten lead, boiling
water and boiling tar or pitch. The drawbridge consisted of a wooden platform with one hinged
side fixed to the castle wall and the other side raised by rope or chains. The purpose of a
drawbridge was to allow, hinder or prevent easy entry into a Medieval castle. The Portcullis was
a heavy grilled door that was suspended from the Barbican or gatehouse ceiling. The portcullis
was meant to be lowered quickly in times of attack. Ropes could be rapidly slashed or a quick
release catch was enabled. The portcullis would come crashing down blocking the entrance to
the castle, the spikes impaling the enemy. Castle Crenellations: Facts: Castle Crenellations
were used for defence and attack purposes. A crenellation was a rampart built around the top of
a castle with regular gaps for firing arrows. The Crenellations provided a fighting platform and
good vantage point from which soldiers launched arrows and also provided defenders with a
solid defence to hide behind. Also called a battlement. A Castle Gatehouse was a fortified
structure built over the gateway to a castle. The Gatehouse, or main entrance, would be heavily
barred. The Castle Gatehouse might be defended by the barbican. Castle Machicolations: Facts:
Castle Machicolations were used for defensive purposes. Machicolations were projecting
parapets or platforms situated at the top of a castle wall, some spanned the whole of the
battlements whilst other Machicolations protruded from the walls like balconies. The purpose of
the full Machicolations was to provide clear access across the top of the battlements enabling
the soldiers to quickly follow the attack point of the enemy. The balcony style Machicolations
had holes in the floor for dropping various missiles on the enemy which were called Murder
Holes or Meutrieres. Castle Battlement: Facts: Castle Battlements were used were used for
defence and attack purposes. A Battlement was a rampart built around the top of a castle with
regular gaps for firing arrows. The parts of the Battlement were called the Crenels which was

the feet wide gap and the Merlons which was the solid portion between two crenels. Alos called
crenellations. Castle Loopholes: Facts: Castle Loopholes were used for defence and attack
purposes. Castle Loopholes were narrow vertical windows from which castle defenders
launched arrows from a sheltered position. Castle Loopholes were accessed from wide inside
areas narrowing to long, narrow apertures. Castle Loopholes were different designs and sizes
which accommodated the shape of different weapons such as the bow which was fired
vertically or the crossbow which was fired horizontally. The Barbican was an exterior castle
defence situated at the entrance of the castle which confined the enemy in a narrow passage.
The Barbican was an exterior walled passage with multiple gates leading to the main entrance
the Gatehouse - the Barbican passage contained Murder Holes in the ceiling and arrow slits on
either side of the barbican passage. Also called a Death Trap. Curtain was an outer wall which
surrounded the bailey Motte and Bailey castles or Medieval castle buildings. The curtain was
was built for defence and varied in size from 6 - 20 feet thick, up to 45 feet high and up to 1, feet
long. A Castle Bastion was a small tower, which was situated at the corners, the middle or at the
end of the curtain wall. The purpose of a Castle Bastion was to cover 'dead ground' or the 'blind
spots' in the castle curtain wall. A Castle Keep was the tower which was built as the most
protected part of the castle. The first keeps were square shaped and later keeps were designed
in circular shapes to reduce the risk of attacks to vulnerable corners. Parts of Castles in the
Middle Ages Each section of this Middle Ages website addresses all topics and provides
interesting facts and information about these great fortresses and castles of Medieval times
including this section on Parts of Castles in the Middle Ages. The Sitemap provides full details
of all of the information and facts provided about the fascinating subject of the Middle Ages!
This section provides information about various parts of a castle with a short description of the
purpose and function of various parts of castles including the Moat, Dungeon, Portcullis,
Barbican, Gatehouse, Crenellations and Drawbridge Middle Ages Castles. Middle Ages Index. It
also provides a description of what they were used for: Parts of Castles: What the parts of the
Castles were used for Castle Moats: Facts: Castle Moats were used for defensive purposes.
Parts of Castles in the Middle Ages. Middle Ages Castles. Cookies Policy. Privacy Statement.
Castles developed over an extensive period of five centuries. The word itself came from the
Latin "castellum" meaning "fortified place. Read on as we list 15 defining parts of a castle used
in medieval Europe and the Middle East. The Normans built the first proper castles after the
invasion of They needed bases from where they could patrol the countryside and strongholds
to protect themselves from Saxon attack. They had to be built in a hurry, so they were made of
timber and placed on top of an earth mound called a Motte. Basically a walled enclosure on top
of a usually man-made hill. Castles were built in strategic positions and where possible natural
defenses were utilized such as hills, rocky outcrops, and rivers. The best place for a castle is on
a hill, the higher up a castle, the better defensive advantage, but you can't have a castle without
a well otherwise the enemy could poison your water supply. A Bailey was the name given to the
courtyard area within the castle walls. While the Lords residence was in the Keep, the barracks,
stables, blacksmith, etc. The majority of castles had at least one Bailey. Since attackers could
easily set fire to a timber-keep, they were quickly replaced with stone, but the earth on top of the
Motte often couldn't take the weight. So they built the keep in the Bailey instead. The Keep
would have been the strongest part of a castle with the thickest walls, the ground floor wouldn't
have had any windows, and a single flight of stairs or steps would have lead to the entrance at
the first-floor. It wasn't very comfortable living in the keep. So eventually, the Lords moved out
into proper houses in the Bailey; this meant that they weren't so well protected, so another line
of defense was added known as the curtain wall. This new wall enclosed the Baily and had to be
high and thick. Often the curtain wall had a slope called talus. Against this, the enemy couldn't
reach the wall with a siege-tower because the ramp of a tower wasn't long enough. It also
provided a strong foundation to help support the wall against undermining. Perhaps the most
familiar castle design element is the battlements, regular gaps in the parapet i. Projecting
towers were regularly spaced along the outer walls. They maximized the view of the
countryside, allowing lookouts to spot invading forces easily. They had a weakness though. If
you want to make a building collapse by tunneling underneath it or hurling boulders at it with a
trebuchet, the best place to start is at the corner. So eventually the square edges were removed
using polygons or by making the towers round. Arrow slits were narrow vertical holes in a
defensive wall that allowed firing arrows or bolts at attackers. The primary purpose of arrow
slits was to protect the defender by turning him into a small target, but if the size of the opening
was too small, it could also obstruct the defender so sometimes, a second horizontal opening
was added to give an archer a better view for aiming. Gaps in the floor called Machicolations
formed a continuous corbelling over the entire enclosure tower, curtain wall, etc. Around the
whole thing, there was a ditch or moat, of course, many castles couldn't have a water filled moat

because they didn't have a nearby lake or river. The moat made it incredibly harder for attackers
to approach the castle and restricted the ability to get siege engines to the walls. Water moats
also helped to prevent undermining since the tunnels could easily flood. Since most castles
were surrounded by a moat, people had to use a bridge to cross. In late medieval times, the
bridge was constructed from large wooden planks attached to chains that were used to lower
the bridge to let people in and raise it to keep attackers out. The weakest point of any castle is
the main gate. So you needed a gatehouse with one or more metal reinforced wooden gates,
known as a portcullis, and by the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the gatehouse developed
a second outer gate or Barbican, adding yet further defense. The attackers that make it past the
killing field to the main entrance are then doused with boiling water, and quicklime poured from
an opening above the gatehouse known as murder holes. Even if they break through the
entrance to the keep, attackers face narrow corridors and winding staircases which spiral up
clockwise giving added sword room to the defenders. Also, the steps on the staircase were built
unevenly making it difficult for attackers to climb and fight. Learn more about what it means
when parts are listed as discontinued:. As equipment ages, some service parts are no longer
manufactured. Discontinued parts are outside of our control, and unfortunately we cannot
source any parts marked as discontinued. It's frustrating when an otherwise perfect piece of
equipment is unrepairable, and we definitely understand that! Here are just a few alternatives:.
All weights, specifications and features are approximate and are subject to change without
notice. Due to continuous product improvements, product images may not be exact. Warning
labels in some product images may have been removed for photography purposes only. Props
shown in photos not included. Some assembly may be required. Log in. My Cart 0. Serenity
Parts Videos Search. Parts Catalog. Find replacement parts by searching for your model
number or part number:. Learn more about what it means when parts are listed as discontinued:
As equipment ages, some service parts are no longer manufactured. We can no longer supply
this part Even if you contact us, we won't be able to help We can no longer get it from any of our
suppliers There are no substitute parts available We don't know of any other source for the part
We're really sorry, we can't provide any more assistance But.. Here are just a few alternatives:
Contact local service centers which can be found here or supply stores, they may be able to
help, sometimes they may be able to fix the part Take the equipment to a service center. They
may be able to fix the part or have other solutions Try searching on a search engine such as
Google for your part number Try eBay, Amazon, and Craigslist. Products Serenity. Powered by
nopCommerce. Mobile: Desktop: 0 X 0. Arrow Loops - These were slots in the walls and
structures that were used to shoot arrows through. They came in a wide variety of shapes and
sizes. Ashlar - Blocks of smooth square stone. They can be of any kind of stone. It is the
technique of closely joining them together. A good example of Ashlar can be seen in Bodiam
castle. Bailey: This is a courtyard or open space surrounded by walls. The walls that make up
the Bailey are also considered to be part of the Bailey. A castle could have several. Sometimes
they were called the upper bailey and lower bailey or the west bailey and east bailey. Barbican:
A stone structure that protected the gate of a castle. Think of it as a gatehouse. It usually had a
small tower on each side of the gate where guards could stand watch. Bartizan: A small turret at
the corner of a tower or wall. It is usually at the top but not always. Bastion : A tower or turret
projecting from a wall or at the junction of two walls. Battlements: These are the structures at
the tops of the walls surrounding a castle. Picture what you have seen in the movies where
archers are at the top of the wall and firing arrows between open slots down on the attackers.
These shapes at the top Where the archers position themselves for battle are called
battlements. They are also referred to as crenellations. For several centuries a license was
required in order to fortify a building and make it more castle-like. This was called a crenellation
license. Buttress: A masonry projection used as additional support for walls. Notre Dame
Cathedral is a good examlple of the use of Buttresses. Corbel - A stone projection from a wall. It
supports the weight of a battlement. I have pictures and more here. Drawbridge - This was a
wooden bridge in front of the main gate of the castle. In the early centuries of castles it was
moved horizontal to the ground and in the later centuries it was built so it could raise up in a
hinged fashion. Dungeon - A deep dark cell typically underground and underneath a castle. This
is a derivative of the word Dunjon. GateHouse - A strongly built and fortified main entrance to a
castle. It often has a guard house and or living quarters. Hoarding: a covered wooden gallery
above a tower the floor had slats or slots to allow defenders to drop object on besiegers. They
could also drop liquids and projectiles. Keep - This definition changed slightly over the
centuries of castle building. In the early years of stone castle building the Keep was a
standalone structure that could be defended and often square in shape. Over the centuries
these structures were improved upon and built around. Thus a castle was made that was a
larger and more complex structure. The main tower that this was built around was still called

the Keep and it was usually the tallest and strongest structure in the castle. It was also used as
the last line of defense during siege or attack. Machicolations - The openings between the
corbels of a parapet. They form areas that stick out along the top of the wall and defenders
inside the castle can drop items like boiling oil and rocks onto attackers. I have pictures and
more information about machicolations here: About Machicolations. Merlons - The parts of
parapet walls between embrasures. Moat: A Body of water surrounding the outer wall of a
castle. It was often around 5 to 15 feet deep and it was sometimes within the outer wall -between
the outer wall and the inner wall. The primary purpose of the moat wasn't to stop attackers it
was to stop tunnelers. Tunneling under a castle was an effective means of collapsing the walls
or infiltrating it. A moat would cause any tunnel to collapse. Motte And Bailey: This isn't part of
a castle it is the predecessor to the castle. A Motte and Bailey was an early form of castle where
a large mound of dirt was built up then a wooden fortification was placed on top. This wooden
fortification was in the shape of a timber fence that formed a circle like a crown at the top of the
mound. The Mound is the motte, and the timber fence and the space it enclosed is the Bailey.
Murder Hole: An opening in the roof of a gateway over an entrance. Used to drop projectiles or
other things onto the besiegers. Oriel Window - A window or set of windows that stick out from
a building. Think of bay windows. They were made of stone or wood and often times had
corbels underneath to support them. I have more, including pics here: What is an Oriel Window.
Oubliette: A deep pit reached by a trap door at the top. Prisoners were kept in it. Portcullis - This
is a metal or wood grate that was dropped vertically just inside the main gate to the castle.
Postern - A small gate at the back of a castle. Often considered to be a "Back Door". Rampart :
Picture the battlements in the previous definition. The battlements are the top sections of the
outer wall of the castle. Now to access these battlements the archers would stand on a walk way
that was a wall in it's own right. This walkway is built right up against the outer wall and is
called the Rampart. Shouldered Arch: This is a style of arch building with stone. The arch itself
can be straight or arched an on each side is a corbel shoulder for support. I have more about
this including a picture here: What is a shouldered Arch? Stephen Biesty's Cross-sections
Castle. More than one million copies sold worldwide â€” now revised and updated! An intimate
guide to the inside of a castle and the lives of its residents, this Stephen Biesty classic details
the workings of a medieval fortress. Castle DK Eyewitness Books. The most trusted nonfiction
series on the market, Eyewitness Books provide an in-depth, comprehensive look at their
subjects with a unique integration of words and pictures. DK's classic look at the history and
structure of castles, now reissued with a CD and wall chart! The great walled castles of the
medieval world continue to fascinate the modern world. Today, the remains of medieval forts
and walls throughout Europe are popular tourist sites. Unlike many other books on castles, The
Medieval Fortress is unique in its comprehensive treatment of these architectural wonders from
a military perspective. The Medieval Fortress includes an analysis of the origins and evolution
of castles and other walled defenses, a detailed description of their major components, and the
reasons for their eventual decline. The authors, acclaimed fortification experts J. Kaufmann,
explain how the military strategies and weapons used in the Middle Ages led to many
modifications of these structures. Over photographs and extraordinarily detailed technical
drawings, plans, and sketches by Robert M. Jurga accompany and enrich the main text. But
there are also parts of a medieval castle that you never heard of or maybe heard of but don't
really know what they are! Here are some definitions, explanations and drawings of many of the
parts of Medieval Castles. Barmkin: A yard surrounded by a defensive wall Bartizan: A small
turret at the corner of a tower or wall. This was called a crenellation license Buttress: A masonry
projection used as additional support for walls. Curtain Wall - The stone walls around a castle.
Donjon - this is an old word for a great tower or a keep. Embrasure - An opening in a parapet
wall. Hall or GreatHall - This is the major building inside th walls of a castle. I have more,
including pics here: What is an Oriel Window Oubliette: A deep pit reached by a trap door at the
top. Palisade: A defenisive fence Portcullis - This is a metal or wood grate that was dropped
vertically just inside the main gate to the castle. Ward - The area inside the walls of a castle.
Often also called the Courtyard. Yett: Iron gates at the entrance of a castle Want to learn more
about Castle walls? Castle DK Eyewitness Books The most trusted nonfiction series on the
market, Eyewitness Books provide an in-depth, comprehensive look at their subjects with a
unique integration of words and pictures. Visited a Castle? Send me pics! A Medieval castle was
a very complex structure and there are lots of things about them that you will recognize.
Medieval Home Page. Medieval Projects. Secrets of Castles. Click here. Peek Inside a Real
Medieval Castle. Medieval Names and Words. Make a Trebuchet. Make a Catapult. Fantasy
Swords lord of the rings, medieval swords , kill bill and more. How to make a sword. The Sword
Makes the man. Free ebooks about castles. Don't see what you need? Call Email: sales
castleusa. Used on TSM for Safety buttons. The clamp foot pad keeps material secured while

the pocket is cut and drilled. This is a 5 pack. Used for Clamp, Router and Drill functions. Mead
Isonic 3 way solenoid valve. If you need to replace one or more of the solenoids in your
machine, Castle suggests upgrading to 3 way poppet solenoids. Our upgrade kit K Engineered
to hold up to heavy duty use of an One in each position. Engineered to hold up to heavy duty
use of an industrial Engineered to hold up to heavy duty use of an industrial environment. Keep
one on Pilot valve, used in conjuction with the Clamp solenoid to control the Clamp cylinder.
Clippard, Model , 3 way valve. This quick-to-install upgrade will bring your TSM up-to-date with
available, long-lasting, reliable motors and is compatible with serial numbers to Castle provides
both Created with Sketch. Toggle menu Shop Shop. Screws and Driver Bits. Service Parts.
Wood Plugs. Why Castle Press Releases. Pocket Cutters Assembly Tables Castle All
Accessories Apparel. Quick view. Add to Cart. Porter Cable. Line Master. See notes for TSM C Castle Door Handle Assembly. Compare Selected. For example, a castle built on the turbulent
borders of England and Wales might have been built to be as strong and as defensive as
possible. Alternatively, castle in a more peaceful, prosperous part of Southern England may
have been designed to culture an air of luxury and magnificence for a local Lord and Lady.
However, many Medieval castles shared similar features â€” defensive barbicans and deep
moats, with a kitchen and a great hall; and a Keep or donjon at their heart. This is a plan of York
Castle, which shows many of the key elements. Farleigh Hungerford has many traditional
features of Medieval castles. Farleigh Hungerford Castle was, first and foremost, a grand
residence for the Hungerford family. However, the design of the castle still included many
defensive elements, such as towers, a barbican, a gatehouse and a moat. It did play a small part
in the English Civil War. It sadly fell into significant disrepair in the s. This is the layout of
Farleigh Hungerford castle, as it would have been in Medieval times. You can compare it to the
recent satellite image from Google, which you can see above. The Keep was traditionally the
heart of any Medieval castle layout. It was usually the tallest and strongest tower, situated at the
heart of the fortifications. Instead, they would have called this tower the don-jon from the
French, indicating strong-hold. Because this is too easily confused with dungeon which
confusingly now means something quite different , I always avoid using this phrase. In later
Medieval times, as castles began to morph into grand residential buildings from being
fortresses , the nobles began to live in warmer, comfier chambers â€” and the keep became a
strong-hold. There were numerous different forms of keep design â€” the most interesting being
the shell keep. Over time, the construction of the castle keep would have evolved from being
built from wood, to become built of stone. Very few castles had the advantage of a fresh-flowing
natural moat formed from the loop of a river, for example. Instead, moats needed to be
man-made, by damming nearby rivers and streams to create a stagnant pool around the castle.
Although moats were great for defence â€” they partially prevented attackers from burrowing
beneath the castle walls, for example â€” a stagnant moat would have been pretty unpleasant.
Sewage would have been tipped straight into the stagnant water â€” imagine the smell in the
summer! The adjacent image which you can see of a castle moat is taken from Beaumaris
Castle, one of the most impressive moated castles in the whole of the UK. Many Medieval
castles had moats to improve their defensive capabilities. The kitchens would have been a
frantic hubbub of activity. The most elaborate kitchens would have been all-set to cook and
prepare game and fish, which had been caught when hunting in the castle grounds. Discover
more about typical Medieval food and drink be warned: some of it sounds gross! Many castles
had their own breweries. In fact, beer was so important to Medieval life that a designated Ale
Wife yes, she was always a woman! Although round towers of Farleigh Hungerford castle were
predominately decorative, many other castles built towers for practical purposes â€” to provide
a vantage-point for archers to shoot at oncoming attackers. Attackers had got wise to the fact
that, by burrowing under the corner of a square tower, they would disrupt the foundations and
collapse the whole tower. As time went on, the design and construction of different towers
became more grand and more ambitious. The octagonal towers of Caernarfon Castle are
something quite special altogether. Horses were incredibly valuable commodities in Medieval
society â€” essential for transport, communication, and for use in battle. Indeed, for a Lord to
be considered powerful, they would have needed war-horses. Stables would have often
included hay-lofts and space for the grooms to live. Archeologists working on Farleigh
Hungerford castle have indeed discovered evidence for sizeable hay-lofts within this castle.
Every castle suffered a huge conundrum â€” people and supplies needed access to the castle,
but building a route into the castle formed an incredibly obvious route for attackers. It took
castle designers a surprisingly long time to solve this problem. The solution they came upon
was the Gatehouse. The gatehouse was a fortified entrance, with numerous different doors and
portcullises, tricks and obstacles, all used to guard the castle. A later solution again was the
drawbridge. In actual fact, a chained drawbridge as we think of it today was an uncommon

feature of a typical Medieval castle layout. These designs tended to be added in later years.
Instead, many castles used a pivoted system, where the a plank for a drawbridge was fixed on a
ledge between two moats â€” like a big see-saw. The photo you can see is of the impressive
castle gatehouse of Harlech Castle , which you can discover in Wales. The Barbican was a
further development in the defensive design of a castle. Whereas the Gatehouse simply
protected the entrance to the castle, the Barbican was designed to be a deathly obstacle course,
preventing attackers from even reaching the gatehouse. The barbican was a thin, enclosed
passageway that would have jutted out from the gatehouse. Attackers would have to stream
through this thin funnel just to reach the gatehouse. Sneakily, the defendants of the castle
could fill the barbican with deathly traps â€” slits for arrows, and holes for boiling-oil. This
meant that the only way to the gatehouse was through an entrance riddled with danger and
entrapment. The barbican and the gatehouse were two important parts of Medieval castle
defence, but there were many other obstacles and hazards built to protect Medieval castles from
attack. This would have been another area of hustle-and-bustle, and the focus of day-to-day
residential life in the castle. The Great Hall would have been a social focus of any Medieval
castle layout. It would have been a bustling and exciting hubbub of activity â€” filled with staff
and servants preparing for feasts and banquets, held at the discretion of the Lord and Lady.
When a banquet was on, the Great Hall would have been decked out to impress and entertain
the most important visitors. Indeed, the guests of honour would have been seated on a dais
stage at the front of the hall. The further you were seated from them, the less important you
were- right through to the least important visitors, on wooden benches at the back of the hall.
The presence of a chapel gave a castle a sense of prestige and significance within the local
area. But there were strategic advantages too. Harming a priest would be the ultimate act of
barbarity â€” only the most fearless of castle attackers would even dream of doing such a thing.
However, as the Middle Ages developed, more castles became to be equipped with space for
prisoners. Alternatively, discover strange flavours â€” from roast peacock to other strange
types of Medieval food and drink. Or how about hanging out in a castle dungeon?! My book,
Exploring English Castles , is filled with stories and more than spectacular photos. What was a
typical Medieval castle layout? Footer Enjoying Exploring Castles? Then Buy My Book! Love
discovering the secrets of English castles? Want to own a beautiful piece of English history?
It's a gorgeous book for anyone interested in English castles. Click to begin Exploring English
Castles Share with friends! Medieval Castle Layout: The Different Rooms and Areas of a Typical
Castle Uncover the typical Medieval castle layout, and the different rooms, chambers and parts
of a typical Medieval castle: from gatehouse to toilet! Facebook Twitter Pinterest. I use cookies
to improve your experience on this website. Read more. The were many castle parts that made
up a medieval Castle and as medieval weaponry improved so did the defensive parts of a castle.
Most medieval castle parts that were added as the medieval period progressed were defensive
in nature. Medieval castles were built during the medieval times, particularly during the high and
late medieval times, mainly in Europe and Middle East. These medieval castles served purposes
of defending home territories from various enemies, controlling hostile territories, and serving
as the residences of monarchs and lords. There were various medieval castle parts that made
up a castle which included moats, ramparts, walls, turrets, towers, look outs, and gatehouse.
Arrow Slits help to protect a castle archer from enemy fire, whilst allowing him the ability to fire
his arrows accurately from the Arrow Slits in the Castles walls. Medieval Castle battlements
were basically small defensive walls at the top of a castles main walls with gaps Crenels and
Topping off Stones Merlons. Castles in later medieval times used advanced lever and pulley
systems to lower and raise the castle drawbridge into the Gatehouse entrance. Drawbridges
were made of heavy wood that was part or fully metal plated. A Castle Gatehouse was a part of a
castle that developed over time, the Castle Gatehouse was devised as an additional structure to
defend a castles entrance which was the weakest point. Medieval Castle Keeps could be used
for several purpose, however the Medieval castle Keep was usually the area in which the Lord of
the Castle Lived and also housed the Great Hall for Banquets. The Castle Machicolation created
a platform that jutted out from the castle walls, this allowed murder holes to be created around
the castles curtain walls outer walls that protected the castle from attacks. Medieval Castle
moats were a simple but very effective defensive part of a medieval castle, they were often filled
with water, but could also be dry moats that were filled with various items that would injure the
enemy. Medieval murder holes were built into the design of a castles defences. Murder holes
were placed around a castles curtain walls and were essential defences around a castles
entrance. Castle Portcullis were highly effective additional defences for a castles entrances, a
Castle Portcullis was usually made from a strong type of wood and could also be plated in iron
for additional strength. Medieval Ramparts were defensive walls that surrounded castles and
could simply be made from mounds of earth. Ramparts of earth and stone were a quick defence

system for a medieval castle. Medieval Castle Towers helped castle staff look for enemies and
other people approaching the medieval castle. Medieval Castle Towers were permanently
manned by guards. Castle Turrets were added to medieval castles as additional lookout points,
turrets were added to medieval castles and were not built in the castles main structure like
towers that were bigger. Medieval Castle Walls were the main parts of the castle's defence,
some castles called concentric castle had two castle walls and interior and exterior castle wall
for additional defensive protection. Medieval watchtowers were built as part of the castles
structure, watchtowers gave an early warning of approaching enemy soldiers and were usually
manned all year round. In the medieval castle parts list, moats were of supreme importance. A
medieval castle moat was basically a deep and wide ditch that surrounded the castle and served
as a reliable protection against enemy assaults. The moat was usually filled with water which
was one of the reasons why most castles were built near a water source such as a river or a
stream. The depth of a medieval castle moat was usually around 30 feet and it measured around
12 feet in width. The second part in medieval castle parts list consisted of ramparts. Medieval
castle ramparts were composed of a bank of earth serving the defensive purpose. A raised
parapet was constructed on medieval castle ramparts which served as a protected fighting
platform. During the late medieval times, medieval castle ramparts became the curtain walls of
the concentric castles. Medieval castle walls were central to a castles defence and the width and
type varied from castle to castle. It was common to build medieval castle walls of width ranging
from 8 feet to 20 feet. At the top of the medieval castle walls were crenellation or parapets which
served to defend the castle from above. There were also openings between the medieval castle
walls and parapets which were used to throw stones and boiling liquid on the invading armies.
Another important component of medieval castle parts list was the turret. A turret was a small
tower that was constructed at the edge of a medieval castle wall. Its main purpose, like most
other components of medieval castle parts, was defence. During the middle medieval times,
turrets were usually square shaped but during the late medieval times, circular shaped turrets
became more popular because they provided a better line of sight for the archers defending the
castle. In the defence of a medieval castle, towers played a central role. The main difference
between a medieval castle tower and medieval castle turret was that the latter was constructed
on the top of a wall while the former projected from the ground. Towers were mainly built of
stone and included battlements and arrow loops for defence. Both medieval castle turrets and
towers also served the purpose of a lookout watching for the invading armies. A constant watch
was maintained on the towers and turrets to keep an eye for any approaching armies or anyone
else. It was common to built at least one turret at the highest wall which served as the primary
lookout point. The Drawbridge was an important medieval castle part which was a movable
bridge at the entrance of a castle above the moat. Since the medieval castles were defended by
the moats, it was common to remove or destroy the drawbridge in the event of an attack. A
Drawbridge could be removed either by ropes, pulleys and or chains. Sometimes simple
manpower was used to remove them. A medieval castle barbican was a kind of fortified outpost
which acted as the outermost defence post for the castle. Medieval castle barbicans began to be
constructed after the Normal Conquest of England in and continued to be very important till the
15th century, after which they gradually lost their importance due to considerable
improvements in castle siege tactics. The medieval castle battlements were of central
importance in the defence of a castle. A medieval castle battlement consisted of a rampart
which was built at the top of a castle walls and towers. There were specially designed gaps in
the ramparts which served to release arrows, stones, or other missiles at the invading armies. In
the medieval castle parts, murder holes were also of primary defence value. A medieval castle
murder hole was a large hole in the ceiling of the gateway of the castle and was used to throw
various objects such as stones, tar, or boiling liquids on the invaders. Murder holes could also
be built in the platforms similar to a balcony protruding from the outside walls of a castle.
Building round towers instead of square towers became popular during the high and late
medieval ages. The obvious advantage of a round tower over the square tower was that it
provided a clear line of sight for the archers, thus making the defence of the castle easier.
Another feature of primary importance was that, unlike the square shaped towers, round towers
were relatively immune to tunnelling under the tower due to the absence of any corners
required for tunnelling. Arrow-loops or arrow-slits were an inevitable part of medieval castle
battlements and thus its defence. A medieval castle arrow-loop was a narrow opening in the
medieval castle walls and towers and was used to launch arrows at the invading enemy.
Arrow-loops were found in various forms although the most popular form was that of a cross.
Another important feature of a medieval castle parts list is called a machicolation. Medieval
castle machicolations were projecting platforms at the top of castle walls and usually protruded
from the walls. At the floor of these platforms there were openings which could be used to drop

stones and various other materials on the enemy. A machicolation could either run along the
entire length of the wall or could be a small one like a balcony. The Medieval castle parts list is
incomplete without the medieval castle gatehouse. The medieval castle gatehouse was built at
the entrance
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of a castle and acted as a minor fortification. It enclosed the gateway for the castle and usually
also consisted of chambers for important guests. These were some of the most important
medieval castle parts that played central role in the defence of the castle. Since wars and
invasions were very common during the medieval times, special attention was paid to construct
multifaceted medieval castle parts for effective defence. Copyright - - - Medieval Chronicles.
Medieval Castle Parts The were many castle parts that made up a medieval Castle and as
medieval weaponry improved so did the defensive parts of a castle. Castle Arrow Slits. Castle
Barbican. Castle Battlements. Castle Drawbridge. Castle Dungeon. Castle Gatehouse. Castle
Keep. Castle Machicolations. Castle Moat. Castle Murder Holes. Castle Oubliette. Castle
Portcullis. Castle Ramparts. Castle Towers. Castle Turrets. Castle Walls. Castle Watchtowers.
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